In this Letter we compute an analogue of Tsirelson's bound for Hardy's test of nonlocality, that is, the maximum violation of locality constraints allowed by the quantum formalism, irrespective of the dimension of the system. The value is found to be the same as the one achievable already with two-qubit systems, and we show that only a very specific class of states can lead to such maximal value, thus highlighting Hardy's test as a device-independent self-test protocol for such states. By considering realistic constraints in Hardy's test, we also compute device-independent upper bounds on this violation and show that these bounds are saturated by two-qubit systems, thus showing that there is no advantage in using higher-dimensional systems in experimental implementations of such test.
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Introduction.-The development of quantum information science is based on a recurrent pattern: nonclassical features of quantum physics, previously considered as mind-boggling and worth only of philosophical chat, are found to have an operational meaning and even to be potentially useful for applications. One of the discoveries that triggered this development is the prediction and observation of the violation of Bell inequalities [1] . This observation implies that correlations obtained by measuring separated quantum systems locally cannot be simulated classically without communication, a fact that is often referred to as nonlocality.
Within quantum information, nonlocality has undergone an interesting parable. For many years, it has been put aside as having fulfilled its role: the loathed local variables models having been disposed of forever, one could peacefully concentrate on entanglement theory. Only few researchers kept on believing that this very intriguing observation could be useful for something in itself. The latter view was vindicated a few years ago, when it was noticed that nonlocality allows device-independent assessments: indeed, nonlocality is assessed only from the input-output statistics of the measurement, without reference to the degree of freedom that is being measured. This powerful type of assessment is sensitive to the existence of undesired sidechannels and will be ideal for certification of future quantum devices. So far, device-independent results are available for the security of quantum cryptography [2, 3] , the quality of sources [4, 5] and measurement devices [6] , the amount of randomness that one can generate [7, 8] . In this paper, we study the possibility of device-independent assessment of one of the earliest proposals to check nonlocality: it used to be called Hardy's paradox but, in the spirit of quantum information, we'd rather call it Hardy's test [9] Hardy's test was originally stated by means of a particular experimental setup consisting of two overlapping Mach-Zehnder interferometers, one for electrons and one for positrons, arranged so that if the positron and the electron each take a particular path they will meet and annihilate one another. A paradox arises under the assumption of local realism: in any classical local theory a certain detection pattern must never occur, while quantum theory assign to its occurrence a nonzero probability, hereafter referred to as Hardy's probability. It was soon realized that the argument could be extended to different states and measurements [10, 11] , and proved to hold for almost all entangled pure states of two qubits, with maximum Hardy's probability equal to
Interestingly, though, the maximaly entangled state of two qubits does not show nonlocality in Hardy's test. Hardy's test has been the object of several theoretical generalizations [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and has been implemented in experiments using photonic systems [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The latter, however, had to consider deviations from the original proposal, where the probabilities of a set of observations -hereafter referred to as constraint probabilities -were assumed to be strictly equal to zero, an obviously unrealistic requirement. One way to overcome this problem is to consider a nonideal version of Hardy's test, and to compute local bounds on Hardy's probability in terms of relaxed bounds on the constraint probabilities. The computed local bound, which a successful experiment must violate, turns out [26] [27] [28] to be equivalent to the Clauser-Horne (CH) Bell inequality [29] .
In this paper, we provide three device-independent results on Hardy's test. First, we consider the original (or ideal ) Hardy's test and prove that that (1) is the maximum value of p Hardy allowed by quantum physics, irrespective of the dimension; this is the analog of the Tsirelson bound [30] . A remarkable consequence of our derivation constitutes our second main result: any state that achieves (1) in the ideal test is equivalent, up to local isometries, to the unique two-qubit state that achieves that violation. This is a case of selftesting [5, 31] , the first that detects a non-maximally entangled state (see parallel work [32] ). Finally, our third result is a proof that, even for nonideal versions of Hardy's test, there is no practical advantage in using higher-dimensional systems.
Hardy's test.-Let us briefly summarize Hardy's test. Consider two parties, say, Alice and Bob, each of which is able to perform two possible measurements, x = {A 0 , A 1 } and y = {B 0 , B 1 }, respectively, on its part of a shared physical system. Each measurement has two mutually exclusive outcomes, labeled by a = {±1}, for the measurements of Alice, and b = {±1}, for the ones of Bob. The situation considered by Hardy assumes the three constraint probabilities
Suppose there are measurement devices and physical systems such that these three equations are fulfilled. If this setup can be described by a local realistic theory, then it follows that
Hardy realized that in quantum mechanics there are measurements and a particular state of a two-qubit system such that the constraint probabilities are fulfilled while Hardy's probability is nonzero, leading to a socalled 'paradox'. Extending the analisys to all possible measurements and states, Hardy later showed that the maximum value of p Hardy for systems of two qubits is 5 √ 5 − 11 /2. A brute force calculation proved that this value cannot be exceeded using two threedimensional systems [19] . Here, we prove that this value is device-independent, that is, it is optimal for bipartite quantum systems of any dimension. Theorem 1. The maximum value of Hardy's probability for quantum systems of arbitrary finite dimension is p Hardy = 5 √ 5 − 11 /2, just as for qubits.
Proof. In quantum mechanics, joint probabilities for the outcomes of measurements performed on space-like separated parts of a quantum system are given by
where ρ is the state of the system and Π a|x , Π b|y are the measurement operators associated to outcomes a, b of measurements x, y, respectively. The latter operators are POVM effects, in general; however, since we do not set any constraint on the dimension of the Hilbert space, Neumark's theorem allows us to consider only projective measurements, without loss of generality.
The core of the proof exploits the following lemma, proven in [33] : 
where
is, at most, a two-qubit state. Since q ij ≥ 0 for all i, j and i,j q ij = 1, the constraint probabilities (2) are satisfied for p if and only if they are satisfied for each of the p ij . But, then,
is a convex sum of Hardy's probabilities in each twoqubit subspace [38] . As a convex sum, it is less or equal to the largest element in the combination, whose maximum value is known to be given by (1) . This concludes the proof [39].
Hardy's test leads to self-testing. -It follows from the previous proof that p(+, +|A 1 , B 1 ) reaches its maximal value if and only if p ij (+, +|A 1 , B 1 ) is maximal for every ij such that q ij = 0. The following Lemma, proved in [10, 11] , states that only a very specific class of two-qubit states can lead to this maximal value: Lemma 2. Consider Hardy's test implemented in a two-qubit system, and let A 0 = B 0 = |0 0| − |1 1|. The probability p Hardy reaches its maximal value if, and only if, the state of the system is
and the other two measurements are
In view of this, one can conjecture that, if the maximal value of p Hardy is observed, the state must somehow be a direct sum of copies of |φ . We proceed to prove that this is indeed the case: Theorem 2. If p Hardy = (5 √ 5 − 11)/2 is observed in an ideal Hardy's test [i.e., together with (2)], then the state of the system is equivalent up to local isometries to |σ AB ⊗ |φ A ′ B ′ , where |φ is given in (7)and |σ is an arbitrary bipartite state. In other words, the ideal Hardy's test constitutes a self-testing of |φ . 
The coefficients q ij are arbitrary probabilities that, by definition, are constrained to the form q ij = r i s j , where r i , s j ≥ 0, i r i = j s j = 1. The angle θ cannot depend on the indices i, j because Π i +|A1 is uniquely defined by θ (cf. Lemma 2) , and, by definition, is independent of j; the same reasoning can be applied to Π j +|B1 . Now, following [5] , we append local ancilla qubits prepared in the state |00 A ′ B ′ and look for local isometries Φ A and Φ B such that
where |σ is a bipartite 'junk' state. This can indeed be achieved for Φ A = Φ B = Φ defined by the map
for both C = A, B.
Up to now, self-testing was known only for maximally entangled states (see, e.g., [5] and references therein). A parallel, independent work by Yang and Navascués provides a very general approach to the self-testing of bipartite non-maximally entangled states [32] . Remarkably, though, our Hardy point is not detected by that test [40].
Hardy's experiment with realistic constraints.-Suppose now that the constraint probabilities (2) in Hardy's experiment are not exactly equal to zero. In this case, the local bound on Hardy's probability is no longer zero, either: in general, it is given by the following inequality [26, 27] :
This inequality is a re-writing of the CH inequality [29] , which is not surprising, since the CH inequality is the only relevant criterion for nonlocality in a scenario with two parties, two inputs and two outcomes. In other words, as noticed in [28] , Hardy's experiment turns out to be a study of the violation of the CH inequality under further constraints about the values of some probabilities. Let us now set
for some ǫ ≥ 0 [41]. The local bound on Hardy's probability becomes
For ǫ ≥ 1 3 , the bound is trivial and quantum physics certainly cannot violate it; while for 0 ≤ ǫ < 1 3 , quantum physics may lead to a violation of the local bound. As before, we want to assess the maximal quantum violation in a device-independent scenario, i.e., without making any assumption on the Hilbert space dimension. The previously stated theorem cannot be extended, so we take a different approach: first, we use semi-definite programs to obtain an upper bound on Hardy's probability, using the method of Navascués, Pironio and Acín [34] ; second, by considering two-qubit systems we obtain a value that is certainly achievable with quantum systems. By noticing that the values thus obtained coincide, we conclude that we have obtained the optimal value for Hardy's probability, and that this value can be reached with two qubit systems.
In detail: let Q be the set of quantum joint probability distributions, that is, vectors of probabilities of the form (4), for all a, b, x, y. We compute a deviceindependent upper bound on Hardy's probability by optimizing it not over quantum probabilities in the set Q but over a larger set of probabilities that is computationally tractable -as opposed to Q, that still lacks a better characterization. This set is one of an infinite hierarchy of sets Q 1 ⊃ Q 2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Q n ⊃ . . . , defined in terms of semi-definite programs [34, 35] , proven to converge to the quantum set, lim n→∞ Q n = Q. For several values of ǫ in the interval 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1/3, we optimize Hardy's probability over the set Q 3 , enforcing the constraints (13) . The implementation was done in MATLAB using semi-definite programming [36, 37] . The results form the solid line in Fig. 2 . For the lower bound, we consider the most general mixed states of two qubits and POVM elements acting on those. The maximal value of the Hardy's probability is estimated using constrained nonlinear optimization methods in MATLAB. These methods are not guaranteed to converge to global maxima, though, and are in fact rather sensitive to seed conditions; each point on the dotted line in Fig. 2 is the maximum obtained over 10 4 runs, with random initial seeds.
The computed lower and upper bounds for Hardy's probability differ, at most, by values of order 10 −2 ; in the region ǫ 0.2 (where any experiment that aims at implementing Hardy's test will have to be), this difference is of order 10 −6 . This proves that there is no advantage in using higher-dimensional systems, as compared to two-qubit systems, even in the presence of imperfections.
Conclusion.-In this letter, we prove that the maximum value of Hardy's probability found for two-qubit systems, 5 √ 5 − 11 /2, is the maximum one allowed by quantum theory, irrespective of the dimension of the system and of the measurements performed, that is, independend of the devices used. By showing that only a certain class of states can lead to such maximal value, we show that Hardy's test is, in fact, a self-testing protocol for such states. Extending the first results to a nonideal vesion of Hardy's test, where the constraint probabilities are no longer equal to zero, we compute device-independent upper bounds on Hardy's probability, in terms of the error parameter, and show that this bound is saturated by two-qubit systems.
Despite their fundamental importance, as the first proven analogue of Tsirelson's bound for Hardy's test, the results here presented also serve as a guideline for future experimental implementations, as they show that there is no advantage in using higher dimensional systems, as compared to two-qubit systems.
